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17+ Years of Tag Data Reveal Detailed Dolphin Movements
In an ongoing review of data collected with Dolphinfish Research Program from 2002-2017, dolphin movements linkages between geographic locations
are beginning to emerge. This brief article is to serve as a visual review of some of the main movement linkages observed since the DRP started.

With more than 23,000 fish tagged by the end of 2017 the 571 recoveries generated from that 16-year effort has led to the world's first look at dolphin
movement linkages within the WCA by location. In Florida alone, more than 236 in-state movements stand to reveal detailed movement dynamics
by season and location, an analysis that is ongoing.
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In other locations such as off South Carolina and in the U.S. Caribbean Sea, enough tags have been put in the water to begin to better understand how
dolphin move in these locations. But, we need more examples. Only 48 movements have been archived from 2002 to 2017 between South Carolina
and North Carolina; only 21 over the same time period in the U.S. Caribbean Sea. We need at least 60 movements within these zones/regions to be
able to scratch the surface on how dolphin may behave relative to region-specific bathymetric features, oceanographic features, and by season. While
2018 and 2019 have seen a major uptick in tagging activity and recorded movements within these zones more participation is always needed. To get
involved to help compile more region-specific movements visit dolphintagging.com/tags to request your free tagging kit.
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Several Dolphin Recoveries Off St. Thomas

north coast of St. Thomas that are both holding bait and holding larger
predators such as dolphin. Is this situation similar throughout other
areas of the Caribbean Sea that have FADs? With more angler
participation in the Caribbean Sea, we can, through this tagging
program, better understand how FADs are affecting this species and
others. Click here to get involved.

Youth Tagging Success

The greatest site fidelity of a dolphin to a single geographic location in
the ocean observed by the DRP used to be 77 days. That was a fish that
was tagged, released and recaptured next to one of the AUTEC buoys
in the Tongue of the Ocean east of Andros. Well, that amount of time
in one area has been squashed by a recent recovery by Captain Colin
Bulter of Fish Whistle Sport Fishing Charters. Recently, a fish they
tagged back in January was just recovered after 200 days at large. The
fish grew 10". Did this fish move away from the region only to come
back? That is definitely possible, but there are two important things to
note: (1) 200 days is nearly equivalent to the time it took for a fish
tagged off Florida to swim down to St. Thomas recently (click here to
see that recovery), and (2) other recoveries over the past several months
have fish remaining in the area from 8 to 135 days after being tagged. If
these fish are remaining in the area, the question becomes, why? The
cause could be the number of submerged FADs that are present off the

This past summer, the Beyond Our Shores Foundation and the DRP
partnered with the Boy Scouts of America based out of the Florida Sea
Base Brinton Environmental Center in Summerland Key to outfit the
Scouts with tags as well as teach them data science techniques for
collecting, archiving, and analyzing tagging data. We are pleased to
report that the Scouts deployed 157 tags on dolphin that ranged in size
from 12" to 29" and 4 of their dolphin were recovered. This effort
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showed us near-real time movements in both early
and late summer off the Keys. Early on, their
tagged fish revealed lingering movements off Key
West and Cudjoe Key, but later in the summer, each
recovery was reported from 50 to 180 miles
north. Aside from the collection of new movement
and life history information on wild dolphin, the
Scouts learned valuable data collection and
management skills that can be used to help advance
their knowledge of science to ultimately help
protect our oceans. Great work Scouts!

Support Your Dolphin Tagging Program
Tax deductible donations to the
DRP can be made by donating
to the Beyond Our Shores
Foundation, the official
501(c)(3) of the DRP.
Here are ways to help fund this
important research:
•

Support the DRP. Buy a Tee or Hat!

AmazonSmile You shop. Amazon gives.
Support the DRP by visiting smile.amazon.com
and select Beyond Our Shores, Inc, as your
charity of choice.
Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of your
eligible AmazonSmile purchases to our
organization.

Help support our research by purchasing a program tee
or hat. The logo featured on the shirts was created by
Guy Harvey, the renowned marine artist and fisheries
scientist. DRP tees come in light blue, white, grey, and
black. Hats come in black, blue, or pink. Click here to
order some gear where 100% of proceeds go to the DRP.

•

Purchase an original DRP Tee or DRP Hat at
our shop. 100% of the proceeds go to funding
the Dolphinfish Research Program visit
dolphintagging.com/shop

•

Donate by check. Click here for instructions.

•

Donate via Paypal. Click here for instructions.

The Beyond Our Shores Foundation just finished its
first complete year of taxes since receiving our taxexempt status! Click here to see our 2018 financial
records. For every dollar donated to BOSF, 75% goes
toward advancing our education and research programs.
The remaining 25% goes to cover overhead. No
donation is too small. Donate today to help advance our
research and education programs that cover a wide array
of fisheries topics.
To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research Program
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02840
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org
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